“WE ALL BENEFITED”
FROM MARGOLIS’
TENURE
A bunch of former DOJ bigwigs just wrote a
seemingly pointless letter to Pat Leahy to
assure him that David Margolis does not have a
partisan–and they mean Left-Right partisan–bias.
(h/t Main Justice)
I say “pointless,” to begin with, because after
last Friday’s flaccid hearing on the OPR report,
is anyone actually imagining that Pat Leahy is
going to make a stink because the OPR Report got
spiked?
And besides, no one thinks Margolis is a flaming
political partisan. He’s a DOJ partisan, always
putting the Department first, even ahead of
justice. Hearing from a bunch of former DOJ
bigwigs claiming he has no bias isn’t going to
allay those concerns.
What’s particularly pathetic about this
document, though, is the number people with a
vested interest making the following weak
claims:
we all benefited during our tenures from
the wise counsel and good judgment of
David Margolis
[snip]
While we do not comment here on the
merits of the decision regarding the
discipline of John Y00 and Jay Bybee, we
are certain that it was reached
conscientiously and wholly without
partisan purposes.
[snip]
As those who have benefited from David
Margolis’s counsel, we know he remains a
great asset to the Department and the
country for the present and future.

Let’s start with Alberto Gonzales, who gave
approval for the use of torture techniques long
before OLC did, and who was therefore perhaps
the person most in need of the Get Out of Jail
Free card that John Yoo wrote him. He signed
this document.
So did George Terwilliger, Alberto Gonzales’
defense attorney, representing him on a number
of ethical and potentially criminal issues, and
therefore, presumably, on torture, if it ever
came to that.
There’s Michael Mukasey, about whom Mary wrote a
2,000 word post describing his many conflicts on
this issue. And Mark Filip, who helped Mukasey
try to spike this report from the start. And
Craig Morford, who was Acting DAG when Mukasey
reviewed the Steven Bradbury memos and found
them reasonable, which was itself a key part of
spiking this investigation.
And how about John Ashcroft, huh? He wants you
to know that he’s sure that Margolis judged
correctly when Margolis determined that
Ashcroft’s subordinates did not willfully do
wrong when they shredded the Constitution eight
years ago under Ashcroft’s inattentive watch.
The same Ashcroft who reportedly pushed for some
kind of “advance pardon” for the torturers. I
sure trust him to tell me whether Margolis
judged rightly or wrongly.
Then there’s Paul McNulty who, as US Attorney
for Eastern District of VA, declined to charge
people who engaged in torture and murder
pursuant to these memos. The same guy whose
decision to decline prosecution was
reconsidered, given all the damning evidence in
the OPR Report. Do you honestly believe that
McNulty doesn’t want to have his decisions–which
shortly preceded his promotion to be Deputy
Attorney General–scrutinized that closely?
There’s Jim Comey, who may be one of those
refusing to comment on the merits of the
decision here (well then, why comment?), but
who, when he lost the battle on the torture

memos, expressed sadness “for the Department and
the AG.” But not, it should be said, for the
rule of law.
Add in Larry Thompson, who is another of the
lawyers who, at least according to the OPR
Report, reviewed and approved of the Bybee
Memos. He thinks Margolis did the right thing
too.
And, finally, David Ogden, who got fired not
long ago, perhaps because he was happy to put
politics above the law.
Now I’ll leave it for comments to unpack why
people like lobbyist hack Jamie Gorelick wants
to boost Margolis. But for now, just know that
when at least 10 of these 17 bigwigs say they
benefited from Margolis’ “wise counsel and good
judgment,” they may well be talking about
personal–and significant–benefit.

